
Pemberton, 46 Clarrie Jones Place
Rammed Earth Home on Gorgeous Grounds

This one is special, due to its tucked away location on the outskirts of Pemberton
down a cul-de-sac with gorgeous bushland surrounds and grounds. The drive in,
instantly relaxes the mind and soul as you drive through the Karri Trees, this is
truly a gorgeous setting. The home nestled amongst beautiful gardens and
orchards sets the mood and natural ambiance that is Pemberton living.
Expanses of grassed areas, a swimming pool and shaded spaces attract a
family friendly lifestyle. Connected with the undercover verandah there are lots
of places to relax, entertain and play away the days.

Step into the natural temperate rammed earth home and nature plays its way
through the ambient surround. The Kitchen with gorgeous blue grey cabinetry is
on trend and blends beautifully with the natural wall tones and timber elements.
Cooking is on the agenda with the large 6 burner gas cooktop and large oven
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beneath. With combination timber and stainless-steel benchtop preparation
and serving your homemade treats is covered, in this space.

The open plan space that is the main living zone has clever design nooks that
hide away the TV station with a beautiful earth wall and a distinctive area for
dining.  There is a good sized study nook flowing from the living area and
alongside bedroom #2.  Down the way is a gorgeous bedroom which is being
used as a music room that conjures up days of peace and quiet or melodies
drifting through the home. The bedrooms portray a warmth in the tones but due
to the considered build are assured of a room that will adjust to the day's
temperature leaving a restful sleep at the end of your day.

Wait until you see the size and the view from the studio (main bedroom) and
balcony across the pool and over the land, a fantastic space for the parents to
retreat.  This space can be separated from the remainder of the house and with
a modern en-suite bathroom and separate entrance it could be guest
accommodation.

Outside and there is a generous fenced horse paddock with new fencing and a
stable.  The gardens have all been well maintained and the soils improved for
veggie production in this fenced area.  Plus, you have plenty of fruit trees to
harvest from throughout the year and a good sized and fenced chook run.  All of
this is made possible by a great water source from the neighbouring dam which
you have legal access to.  We all know the value of a good water source.

This home is very much about the type of build, the desirable location on the
outskirts of Pemberton, the grounds that have many of the details you look for
when buying in the country and the beautiful ambiance that it creates with all
these elements coming together. We urge you to be in touch as we feel this one
won't last long.
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More About this Property

Property ID ACZH5K
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Property Type House
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Land Area 2.27 hectares
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Including Ensuite
Study
In-Ground Pool
Fully Fenced
Workshop
Built-In-Robes
Toilets (2)
Dishwasher
Solar Panels
Solar Hot Water
Water Tank

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Colin Wallbank 0418 955 395
Principal / Licensee / Director | colin.wallbank@ljhooker.com.au
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